
AVA ADORE
FW 22\23



05AA FW22
Multi pattern jacket with pockets and sheep skin collar 



20AA FW22
Multi pattern jacket with collar in murmasky 



30AA FW22
Lurex shirt with jewel buttons and eco rex collar 



07AA FW22
Roses Jacket-shirt with pockets and collar in sheepskin 



13AA FW22
Coat with sheep skin pockets 



24AA FW22
Beige shirt jacket with pockets and collar in sheepskin 



14AA FW22
Leopard Print Faux-Fur 



18AA FW22
Black cape 



10AA FW22
Long KENDAL coat in beige with hood 



09AA FW22
Double breasted jacket with Montana pattern and murmasky collar 



58AA FW22
Grey blue beige montana pattern coat with collar in eco rex 



12AA FW22
Light beige coat with eco collar and pockets 



01AA FW22
Checked blue-beige Mantò with mink backbelt 



02AA FW22
Checked green pink beige Mantò with eco backbelt 



08AA FW22
Oversize jacket shirt in green pink beige with murmasky collar 



04AA FW22
Black red ovesize jacket with murmasky collar 



11AA FW22
Long double breasted coat with red fox collar 



06AA FW22
Double breasted jacket with pink pattern murmasky collar and mink backbelt 



15AA FW22
Light blue brown and white shirt with murmasky collar 



17AA FW22
Double breasted checked white and light blue jacket with murmasky collar and mink backbelt 



63AA FW22
Light blue white brown checked coat with side slits and white collar 



29AA FW22
Multi Houndstooth Jacket shirt with grey eco pockets 



03AA FW22
Multi oversized jacket-shirt with murmasky collar 



16AA FW22
Azteque pattern shirt oversize jacket with collar and pockets in sheepskin  



19AA FW22
Oversize jacket/shirt grey and blue pattern with eco rex collar 



21AA FW22
Jacket/shirt with fringes in grey and blue checks with eco rex collar 



22AA FW22
Long shirt/jacket with fringes at the bottom in grey and blue checks with sheep skin collar 



45AA FW22
Dark camel Jacket shirt with eco collar 



32AA FW22
Wool camel Mantò with mink sleeves 



31AA FW22
Wool camel Mantò with mink sleeves 



36AA FW22
Light eco fur shirt 



38AA FW22
Light short eco fur shirt 



39AA FW22
Cropped shirt with jewel buttons 



35AA FW22
Dark eco fur shirt 



37AA FW22
Dark long eco fur shirt 



50AA FW22
Brick red jacket-shirt in double material with eco rex gilet 



42AA FW22
camel Jacket shirt with mink pockets 



44AA FW22
camel Jacket shirt with mink pockets 



34AA FW22
Pure wool camel coat with belt 



33AA FW22
Checked Jacket with sheep skin pockets and eco collar 



23AA FW22
Jacket Shirt with eco pockets and collar 



48AA FW22 
Black shirt jacket with murmasky collar 



26AA FW22
Houndstooth shirt with fringes and eco collar 



28AA FW22
Light blue pink white checked multicolour fur coat 

with eco pockets and collar 



51AA FW22
White and light blue checked pattern fur coat with eco rex pockets 



27AA FW22
White light blue and purple checked multicolour fur coat with eco collar 



40AA FW22
Ivory Double shirt with eco collar 



49AA FW22 
Ivory jacket shirt with same colour eco fur pockets 



25AA FW22
Double breasted blazer in pink with murmasky collar and mink backbelt 



46 AA / FW22
coat with hood in Grey and black checked double material 



47AA FW22
Grey and black double material coat 



53AA FW22
Double breasted jacket with murmasky collar and backbelt in mink with star pattern 



54AA FW22
black checked oversize jacket with sheepskin pockets and collar 



52AA FW22
Apricot jacket-shirt in double material with pockets and collar in sheep skin 



56AA FW22
Double breasted camel coat with belt 



55AA FW22
Double breasted light coat with belt 



41AA FW22
ivory Double coat with double breast 



61AA FW22
Ivory coat with belt and eco rex collar 



62AA FW22
Ivory coat with belt and double breasted eco rex collar 



64AA FW22
Coat with wide sleeves 



59AA FW22
Black and blue checked shirt with jewel buttons 



65AA FW22
Black and blue checked coat with black eco rex collar 




